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Three-dimensional (3D) printing of biomaterials provides an interesting alternative for
the production of allograft tissues and organs to circumvent the incidences of donor
scarcity and organ shortages. With the current deficit of readily available and viable
organs for transplantation, the medical sector is faced with an increasing demand for
organs and the shortfall in supply. Over the past decades, tissue engineering (TE) and
regenerative medicine continue to provide alternative strategies for artificial tissues and
organs. Current research shows that employing hydrogels as a cell-laden bioinks for the
fabrication of 3D tissue constructs enables a lack of immunogenicity, since the hydrogel-
based bioink is patient-specific and derived from biopolymers that demonstrate
excellent biocompatibility and biodegradability, decreased organ rejection, increased
organ viability, and enhanced the supply in accordance to the demand. While sufficient
evidence directs researchers to conclude the safe and efficacious process of seeding
cells, biomolecules, and biomaterials using 3D bioprinting, there are multiple limitations,
which requires significant attention, such as cost, volumetric bioprinting, integrity, and
strength of biomaterials, as well as multicellular and multimaterial bioprinting. In this
review, the focus is on the applications of hydrogels as bioinks employed in 3D
bioprinting and, where applicable, considerations of note and challenges encountered.
This review proposes to highlight not only the progress forged in this area, but
also the limitations of hydrogel-based bioink investigations to date and the need for
further multidisciplinary investigation and progression to the stage of clinical testing of
human-scale tissue constructs.

Keywords: hydrogel, 3D bioprinting, bioink, volumetric printing, tissue regeneration, 4D printing

INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting (biomimicry) refers to the process of producing cell-laden
models into functional tissue and organs for transplantation and drug testing. The recent interest
and popularity in 3D bioprinting confirms the potential for 3D bioprinting technology to
decrease crippling burden of fabrication processes in reconstructive or regenerative medicine
(Thomas, 2016; Vijayavenkataraman et al., 2018). 3D bioprinting provides tissue engineering
(TE) researchers with bioinks (based on biomaterials) to 3D print biologically relevant structures.
Many of these biomaterials have demonstrated an increase in strength and durability compared
with the original tissue or organ. Furthermore, bioinks are often based on hydrogel frameworks.
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Alginate, for example, commonly used in 3D bioprinting,
possesses low toxicity and increased biocompatibility and
is cost-effective when compared to other biomaterials.
This research field and future developments will extend
from producing hydrogel-based bioinks with enhanced
physicochemical attributes to incorporating microchannels
to allow for effective nutrient diffusion for resident bioprinted
cells (Vijayavenkataraman et al., 2018).

Three-dimensional bioprinting confers several advantages
over conventional tissue seeding for TE. It allows for the precise
placement of cells, biomolecules, and biomaterials in a spatially
predefined 3D position. 3D bioprinting encompasses a variety of
methods such as selective laser sintering, extrusion, and inkjet
bioprinting, which reduces the limitations of conventional TE,
upon the incorporation of a computer-aided design (CAD),
which gives rise to the precise placement of cells, within the
confined 3D structure, as illustrated in Figure 1 (Mironov et al.,
2006; Billiet et al., 2012; Derby, 2012; Seol et al., 2014).

Three-dimensional bioprinting can be used to produce
biomimetic structures based on a computed tomographic image
obtained from a patient’s damaged or injured body organ and
shifting these data to a CAD, which directs the production
of a patient specific structure. This process is essentially the
conversion of a scanned 2D image into a CAD as illustrated in
Figure 2 (Billiet et al., 2014).

While sufficient evidence directs researchers to conclude the
safe and efficacious process of seeding cells, biomolecules, and
biomaterials using 3D bioprinting, there are multiple limitations,
which requires significant attention, such as cost, volumetric
bioprinting, integrity, and strength of biomaterials, as well as
multicellular and multimaterial bioprinting. In this review, the
focus is on the applications, considerations, and limitations of
hydrogels as bioinks employed in 3D bioprinting.

APPROACHES TO 3D BIOPRINTING
HYDROGELS FOR TISSUE
REGENERATION

The primary approach of 3D bioprinting is to provide
homogenous cell seeding and precise placement of cells to
generate complex multifunctional structures. The placement of
cells involves implanting cells onto a biodegradable scaffold
(including chemical growth hormones), which are required for
the growth and development of cells for TE (Blaeser et al., 2013;
Zhang and Zhang, 2015).

The conventional approach to TE requires incorporating
isolated cells onto a porous scaffold, which is then followed by
in vivo implantation (Pereira and Bártolo, 2015). Polyglycolic
acid (PGA) has been used as a polymer of choice, owing to its
thermoplastic and biodegradability (Langer and Vacanti, 1993).
This approach to TE bears multiple limitations that include
the following:

• Organs and tissues are multifunctional structures,
comprising an array of different cellular species that
require specific positioning for effective functioning, which

posed a critical technical problem as conventional TE
lacked the ability to specifically position cells or tissues
(Boland et al., 2003).
• Polyglycolic acid, as the polymer of choice, lacks

contractibility and limits this application for rheumatology
(Boland et al., 2003).
• Cellular placement, development, and attachment require a

time scale from weeks to months. Cellular placement lacks
uniformity (Boland et al., 2003).
• Conventional volumetric TE is limited by the absence of

vascular structures (Boland et al., 2003).

At present, these limitations can be addressed by using
3D bioprinting as a technique for TE. Computer-aided
processes are used to develop a 3D organization of living
cells within a temporary biodegradable scaffold. This allows
for rapid volumetric printing and production of complex
multicellular organs. 3D bioprinting also allows for the
simultaneous dispensing of biomaterials and cells, resulting in
seeding efficiency and the prevention of non-homogenous cell
distribution because of postfabrication seeding (Guillemot et al.,
2010a; Pereira and Bártolo, 2015; De Maria et al., 2017).

Three-Dimensional Bioprinting
Techniques for Fabricating Cell-Laden
Hydrogel-Based Bioinks
Table 1 illustrates the limitations in TE that can be circumvented
by the use of 3D bioprinting as a bioengineering tool for the
fabrication of multifunctional cell-laden hydrogel structures for
tissue regeneration (Mandrycky et al., 2016).

Inkjet Bioprinting
Inkjet bioprinting is the process of dispensing picoliter droplets of
the bioink (consisting of cells and biofactors), on to a substratum,
through a non-contact process (Lee et al., 2010). The advantages
of employing inkjet bioprinting cell-laden hydrogels include
increased printing speed, which can be attributed to the ability of
printer nozzle to allow for parallel workflow; relatively high cell
viability; and decreased acquisition and utilization costs (Zhang
and Zhang, 2015). Inkjet bioprinting can be divided into two
broad classes, based on the mechanism employed to generate the
droplet for dispensing:

Thermal inkjet bioprinting
Encompasses the electrical heating of the print head, generating
pressure pulses, and induces ejection of the droplet by inducing
a bubble formation, which stimulates ejection of the droplet of
10–15 pL. The required temperature for this technique ranges
between 200 and 300◦C for a period of 2 µs. Because of the
short heating duration, there is only a deviation of 4–10◦C of the
total system; thus, there is no significant damage to the biological
substances (Cui et al., 2010).

Piezoelectric inkjet bioprinting
This technique requires the use of an actuator or piezoelectric
crystal, which produces an auditory wave within the printer head
upon an applied voltage. This wave breaks the liquid and induces
dispensing of droplets at regular intervals (Tekin et al., 2008).
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FIGURE 1 | Three-dimensional bioprinting: spatial arrangement of cells, molecules, and growth factors within a confined 3D structure based on an alginate hydrogel
bioink, using a computer-aided design for the production of tissues and whole organs. Reproduced with permission from Feinberg and Miller (2017).

Auditory waves generated within the range of 15–25 kHz should
be avoided, as frequencies within this range result in cellular
damage (Cui et al., 2012).

Microextrusion Bioprinting
Microextrusion 3D bioprinter comprises a stage, which can move
along three orthogonal planes, XYZ; a temperature-controlled
dispensing cartridge; a fiber-optic light-illumined deposition
area; a humidifier; and a video camera (Zhang and Zhang, 2015;
Feinberg and Miller, 2017). Microextrusion generates constant
beads of biomaterial that is dispensed in two dimensions in
accordance to a CAD, unlike inkjet bioprinting, which eject
droplets. Each deposited layer serves as a foundation for a
following layer, while the stage or the printer head moves along
the Z-axis (Zhang and Zhang, 2015).

Laser-Assisted Bioprinting
Laser-assisted bioprinters (LABs) consist of the following
components (Ringeisen et al., 2006):

• Pulsed laser source
• Ribbon from which the biological material is printed from
• Receiving platform.

The process of LAB encompasses a multilayer ribbon
consisting of a support; the support is a transparent layer relative
to the laser radiation wavelength, which is then coated with a
transfer layer, commonly referred to as the bioink. The optical
properties of the bioink or the wavelength of the laser directs
whether that the addition of a laser-absorbing layer between the
support and bioink will induce ejection (Guillemot et al., 2010b).

HYDROGELS AS INNOVATIVE BIOINKS

The selection of a bioink is as important as selecting the technique
used for 3D bioprinting (Cui et al., 2017). Bioink selection
for TE is critical as it should provide an array of biochemical
and physical cues that promote cellular growth, development,
and proliferation. These cues include chemokines, growth and
adhesion factors, and mechanical and physical properties as
exhibited by the extracellular matrix (ECM) of native cells
(Griffith and Swartz, 2006). For the field of TE, bioinks aid as a
biomimetic ECM that stimulates regeneration of tissue growth
and proliferation (Cui et al., 2017).

Considerations for the 3D Bioprinting
Process of Hydrogels
At present, “soft biomaterials” used for developing cell-laden
structures and providing a conducive environment for cellular
growth and development are often hydrogel based.

Hydrogels are defined as 3D networks comprising crosslinked
hydrophilic polymer chains, distinguished by their high water
content and array of biophysical properties. Hydrogels can
be designed and printed into a variety of shapes, sizes, and
forms to meet the final product requirements. The attractive
properties of hydrogels are that it can be engineered to mimic
the extracellular tissue microenvironment, enabling its medical
application as biosensors, scaffolds for tissue regeneration,
and drug delivery technology (Hoffman, 2012; Kamata et al.,
2015). Hydrogels are attractive as cell carriers in TE, stem
cell, and cancer research, owing to recent advances in 3D
bioprinting. Over the past decade, hydrogels have received
significant attention; thus, substantial progress has been made
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FIGURE 2 | Diagrammatic representation of the sequential process for the fabrication of patient specific structures. Adapted with permission from Billiet et al. (2014).

in the modification of the physicochemical properties through
gelation, click chemistry, and incorporation of nanoparticles
(Zhang and Khademhosseini, 2017).

Consideration must be given to the limitations of certain
hydrogels that, upon implantation, can induce various
side effects stimulated by polymerization residues, such
as monomers, reaction initiators, and catalysts (Peppas
and Khademhosseini, 2016). Residual methyl methacrylate
monomer, generated during the polymerization of poly(methyl
methacrylate), results in cellular damage and death, central
nervous system damage, and skin and ocular irritation. The
long-term release of these toxic substances is attributed to
erosion and degradation of the polymer network over time
(Gupta et al., 2012; Kamata et al., 2015). Solutions to overcome
these limitations include application of a reversible-deactivation
radical polymerization technique, which periodically attaches
and detaches active molecules or residues, preventing the
undesirable outcomes produced during the polymerization

process (Kamata et al., 2015). This further rationalizes
that application of a biopolymer in such instances would
be more favorable.

Preparation and Incorporation of Cells Within
Hydrogel-Based Bioinks
The species and specificity of cells needed for TE should
greatly direct the choice of the 3D bioprinting approach
applied. The nature of the required cell, such as age, source,
and type, significantly impacts the success of the hydrogel-
based bioink, and careful consideration should be applied
for the 3D bioprinting process. The extraction procedure
of the required cells is immensely critical, as the viability
of cells during the preprinting phase is a requirement for
the successful generation of a tissue-engineered structure.
Temperature, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and pH levels are often
ignored; however, the levels (Zhao et al., 2017a) of these
substances should be monitored and controlled to ensure a
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TABLE 1 | Comparison of the different techniques employed for the fabrication of 3D bioprinted cell-laden hydrogel constructs for tissue regeneration.

Inkjet Laser-assisted Extrusion

Cost Low High Moderate

Cell viability >85% >95% 40–80%

Print speed Fast Medium Slow

Supported viscosities 3.5–12 mPa/s 1–300 mPa/s 30 mPa/s to above 6 × 107 mPa/s

Resolution High High Moderate

Quality of vertical structure Poor Fair Good

Cell density Low <106 cells/mL Medium <108 cells/mL High (cell spheroids)

Representative hydrogel materials for bioinks • Alginate • Collagen • Alginate

• PEGDMA • Matrigel • GelMA

• Collagen • Collagen

Reported applications in tissue engineering • Blood vessel • blood vessel • Blood vessel

• Bone • bone • Bone

• Cartilage • skin • Cartilage

• Neuron • adipose • Neuron

• Muscle

• Tumor

• Controlled release of biomacromolecules

• Organ-on-a-chip

Reproduced with permission from Mandrycky et al. (2016).

successful generation of a 3D tissue-engineered structure. After
the successful extraction of the required cells, the cells should
be gently mixed, avoiding the production of air bubbles and
turbulent flow, to be incorporated into a bioink or its precursor
(Rutz et al., 2017).

The Effect of Cells on Hydrogel-Based Bioinks
Three-dimensional bioprinting provides the platform for the
production of an array of versatile cell-laded hydrogels as
tissue constructs an in vitro pathological tissue models for
TE, screening applications, and drug testing (Xu et al.,
2011; Yao et al., 2012; Marchioli et al., 2015). Incorporation
of cells into the hydrogel-based bioink can result in an
alteration in the mechanical and rheological properties of
the hydrogel-based bioink. These alterations would ultimately
depend on the hydrogel structure. For example, in physically
crosslinked gel-phase bioinks, including cells in the ink lowered
the crosslinking degree and viscosity of the liquid phase
and ultimately decreased the overall mechanical properties
(Rutz et al., 2017). However, the success of the production
of long-term stable structures with a concurrent increase
in cell survival rate is significantly limited and dependent
on the viscoelasticity of the hydrogel. An increase in the
gelling or viscoelastic behavior of the cell-laden hydrogel is
attributed to the most considerable causes of cellular death
and injury (Chang et al., 2008). Currently, there are few
studies that assessed the nature and extent of cells on the
rheological behavior of a hydrogel-based bioink, because most
researchers focus on the physicochemical properties of a
cell-barren hydrogel. For physically crosslinked hydrogels, an
increasing cell density often corresponds to a decrease in the
crosslinking ability, viscosity, and final mechanical strength
(Billiet et al., 2014).

Zhao et al. (2017a) demonstrated that incorporation of cells of
regularly used density, 106 cells/mL, exhibits a limited influence
on the gelation temperature of the hydrogel but decreases the
rheological properties of the hydrogel. This study explained
this observation as the ability of incorporated cells to disturb
the hydrogel network (Zhao et al., 2017a). Billiet et al. (2014)
demonstrated the viscosity of a gelatin–methacrylamide hydrogel
for the encapsulation of a hepatocarcinoma cell line was inversely
proportional to the cell density. This study also demonstrated that
an increasing cell density significantly contributed to the decrease
in the moduli of thermally responsive gelatin–methacrylamide
hydrogel. However, a decrease in the gelation temperature
resulted in the compensation of the decreased mechanical
strength attributed from the inclusion of cells (Billiet et al., 2014).

Effect of Cell Survival on Hydrogel-Based Bioinks
Zhao et al. (2015) demonstrated the effect of the concentration
and composition of a gelatin-based hydrogel to determine
the hydrogel’s rheological effect on cell survival. This study
demonstrated the inverse relationship between the cell
survival rate and an increase in the viscoelastic nature of
the hydrogel, which was attributed from an increase in
the bioink concentration, an increase in the holding time,
and a decrease in the holding temperature. This study also
demonstrated that different process parameters that result in
similar rheological behavior exhibit similar cell survival behavior
(Zhao et al., 2015).

Application of Hydrogel-Based Bioinks
Table 2 illustrates the recent advances accomplished in the
fabrication of 3D bioprinted cell-laden hydrogels for TE.

Sithole et al. (2018) demonstrated that sodium alginate
was a polymer of choice, which is noted to have a good
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TABLE 2 | Applications of hydrogel-based bioinks for the fabrication of 3D bioprinted tissue constructs.

Fabricated tissue 3D bioprinting technique Cellular material Hydrogel polymer References

Skin Ink jet-based bioprinting • Fibroblasts • Collagen Lee et al., 2009

• Keratinocytes

Musculoskeletal tissue Extrusion-based bioprinting • Endothelial progenitor cells • Agarose Fedorovich et al., 2008

• Bone marrow stromal cells • Alginate

• Hydroxyapatite

• Polycaprolactone

Cardiac tissue Extrusion-based bioprinting • Human cardiac-derived cardiomyocyte progenitor cells • Alginate Gaetani et al., 2012

Heart valve Extrusion-based bioprinting • Aortic root sinus smooth muscle cells • Alginate Duan et al., 2013

• Aortic valve leaflet interstitial cells • Gelatin

Neuronal tissue Ink jet-based bioprinting • Neural stem cell • Polyacrylamide Ilkhanizadeh et al., 2007

biocompatibility, low toxicity, and stronger structural integrity
compared to the original biological structure. The pore size of
the polymer complex provides channels for effective nutrient and
waste material exchange (an ideal environment for developing
cells) (Sithole et al., 2018).

Degradation evaluations were carried out yielding Alg-PEI/Si
with 50% initial degradation within the first 24 h but maintained
the 3D structure until day 28. This critical degradation parameter
could be reduced by the addition of an alkaline inorganic filler,
which reduces the acidic autocatalytic degradation of polymers
(Stevens, 2008).

Wu et al. (2017) described the process of developing a TE
scaffold for 3D bioprinting a liver-mimetic construct with an
alginate/cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) hybrid bioink. The use of
alginate has several advantages when incorporated as a hydrogel
for TE, such as biocompatibility and easy processability. Under
exposure of divalent cations such as Ca2+, alginate undergoes
rapid and vigorous gelation, whereby the polymer chains form
an “egg-box” structure. A disadvantage of alginate includes
its rheological properties, which produces end results of poor
printability and pattern fidelity (Wu et al., 2017).

The use of CNCs confers an array of advantages for TE,
such as increased mechanical strength, low density, renewability,
and low cytotoxicity. Incorporation of CNC in hydrogel
matrices proves advantageous, as CNC is known to increase
the mechanical strength and to induce shear thinning behavior.
Wu et al. (2017) demonstrated that a production of a hybrid
hydrogel, combining both alginate and CNCs, combines the
advantages of the components, and an elimination of the
disadvantages is seen. Wu et al. (2017) demonstrated that with
an increasing concentration of CNCs, the geometries become
significantly well-defined. Wu et al. (2017) also concluded that
a 20:40 alginate-to-CNC ratio is the most suitable candidate for
tissue printing.

Wu et al. demonstrated that upon incorporation of fibroblasts
and hepatoma cells as a component of the bioink, bioprinting
of cell-laden hydrogel-based bioink produces no observable
cellular damage, and therefore it can be concluded that the
process is cell-compatible. Gelatin allows for fibroblast and
hepatoma attachment, increasing cell viability, and does not
alter the viscosity and printability of the hydrogel-based bioink
(Wu et al., 2017).

THREE-DIMENSIONAL BIOPRINTING OF
VOLUMETRIC TISSUES AND ORGANS
EMPLOYING HYDROGEL-BASED
BIOINKS

One of the prevalent challenges that cripple the science
behind 3D bioprinting is the development of a bioink that
maintains a low viscosity, which allows for effective and efficient
printing through a defined nozzle diameter but simultaneously
bears a viscosity that allows for the formation of a solid or
semisolid structure postprinting. This intermediate viscosity is
demonstrating significant challenges impeding the suitability
and feasibility for large-scale manufacturing (Kilian et al.,
2017). Discussed below are possible solutions to circumvent
the aforementioned challenges and enable the fabrication of
volumetric tissues and organs through 3D bioprinting.

Technical Solutions
Different mammalian cells display an array of highly selective and
differential structural morphology; therefore, specific parameters
need to be satisfied for the ability to generate physiological
relevant structures through the process of 3D bioprinting
(Pati et al., 2016), and the accuracy and printing of tissue
mimetics are critical. Current 3D bioprinting involves the
printing of bioinks, from an air medium onto a solid, flat
surface (Kilian et al., 2017). As demonstrated by Blaeser et al.
(2013), how printing into a medium that consists of a high-
buoyant liquid determines accuracy and size of individual
hydrogel droplets versus printing in a medium containing air
(Blaeser et al., 2013). Figure 3 demonstrates the stepwise process
undertaken by Blaeser et al. (2013).

In summary, the aforementioned investigations proved
submerged printing, in high-density perfluorocarbon (PFC)
fluid, to be a far more superior method when compared to the
commonly used method of printing from a medium of air. The
hydrogel droplets printed submerged in PFC exhibited droplets
with an increased contact angle, decreased the flatness, and
decreased diameter as compared to printing in an air medium.
These factors collectively improve the spatial resolution of the
printer and the production of high-aspect-ratio structures more
readily (Blaeser et al., 2013).
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FIGURE 3 | Submerged bioprinting. (A) Bioprinting cell-laden hydrogels (single drops), layer by layer as per a predefined and constructed model. The bioprinting is
conducted, by submerging the nozzle, in high-density perfluorocarbons, which are chemical inert and immiscible in both water and oil. Perfluorocarbons are also
known to display excellent oxygen and carbon dioxide transport capability, which provides an ideal environment for submerged cells. (B) The hydrogel drops can be
printed either in a vertical or lateral dimension. With perfluorocarbon providing a buoyant support, printing can be conducted to produce branching structures,
without solid support (Blaeser et al., 2013, Creative Commons license).

Crosslinking Approaches Employed in
Synthesis of Hydrogel-Based Bioinks
To ensure that stability optimization during the process of
bioprinting is maintained, the process of crosslinking needs to
be considered. As the hydrogel-based bioink is ejected from the
nozzle, ideally the hydrogel-based bioink should be subjected to
crosslinking (Kilian et al., 2017).

Ahn et al. (2012) demonstrated the instantaneous contact
between the printed bioink and a crosslinking agent, with
the technique of introducing a crosslinking agent, calcium
chloride (CaCl2), by aerosol spray. This innovative technique
allows for the control of surface gelation during the printing
process (Ahn et al., 2012). Application of this technique does
bear advantages such as the introduction of a 10% wt/vol of
CaCl2 via aerosol dispensing and shows an enhancement in the
viscosity of an alginate solution used as a hydrogel-based bioink.
The resultant enhanced viscosity of the hydrogel alginate as a
bioink significantly improves its inherent mechanical strength
conferring the ability to support cellular activities (Jenkins, 2007;
Ahn et al., 2012).

Hydrogels that are suitable for photocrosslinking serve to
provide attractive biomaterials as they can rapidly undergo
crosslinking that can allow for cell compatibility and ensure
spatiotemporal control over the gelation process. This process
introduces a photoreactive chemical group into the biomaterial
to allow for covalent crosslinking (Pereira and Bártolo, 2015).

Photopolymerization can be conducted during the printing
process or immediately following dispensing of the biomaterial,
to allow for rapid polymer crosslinking between polymer chains
(Cui et al., 2012; Billiet et al., 2014).

Free radical polymerization is the most commonly used
method for photocrosslinking for hydrogels. Free radical
polymerization is a multistep process; as the process proceeds,
the number of crosslinks formed increased producing a highly
polymerized network via a “chain-growth mechanism” (Pereira
and Bártolo, 2015). The disadvantage of this application includes
oxygen inhibition, lack of control over the rate of polymerization,
and potential generation of heterogeneities within the hydrogel
(Lin et al., 2015).

The major concern with photocrosslinking includes the
exposure of ultraviolet (UV) light radiation to biological entities.
This exposure can generate cytotoxic free radicals and stimulate
local inflammation. The addition of UV-A light has demonstrated
to reduce the strain placed on biological entities (Gupta et al.,
2013). Cellular damage attributed to UV radiation exposure can
be limited by selecting a desired wavelength, exposure time, and
intensity (Hao et al., 2014).

Modification of Hydrogel-Based Bioinks
for Internal Stabilization
Internal stabilization aids the process of bioprinting volumetric
structures. Fundamentally, internal stabilization to improve the
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process of volumetric structure production is to modify the
viscosity of the hydrogel-based bioink (Kilian et al., 2017).
Considering the science of rheology, bioprinting using nozzle-
based technology, following ejection of the hydrogel, the
material needs to undergo rapid solidification and structure
preservation. However, the alteration of the viscosity to ensure
rapid solidification can limit cell encapsulation (Jungst et al.,
2016). Promising approaches have been developed to enhance the
viscosity of cell-laden hydrogels, while enhancing the shape and
fidelity of the fabricated structure (Kilian et al., 2017).

Markstedt et al. (2015) demonstrated that the use of an
alginate hydrogel as a bioink bears zero shear viscosity and
produces poor shape fidelity during the printing process
compared to a bioink consisting of both alginate and
nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC), which inherently displays
excellent mechanical and biological properties, proved shear
thinning, and produced high viscosity and increased printing
resolution. This study further demonstrates that the use of an
80:20 alginate and NFC bioink provides 86% cell survival rate
post printing. Therefore, upon the addition of NFC, a novel
solution is demonstrated for both biological and mechanical
printing limitations (Markstedt et al., 2015).

Provision of Hydrogel-Based Bioink
Support for External Stabilization
External stabilization is a technique that employs the
incorporation of a minimum of two materials: a robust and
tough material for structural support and a soft material
that enables cellular growth and proliferation. This process
involves the printing of the two aforementioned materials on
separate cartridges (Kilian et al., 2017). This technique provides
mechanical support for the soft and cell-laden hydrogel.

Bioprinted human tissue indicated for regenerative TE is
essentially formulated to bear the inherent biomechanical
properties while mirroring the structural and functional
properties of pathologically absent tissue. Schuurman et al. (2011)
demonstrate a viable solution that allows for musculoskeletal
tissue bioprinting that meets the required goal. This study
involves the printing of a hybrid structure, by alternating
deposition of thermoplastic fibers and a cell-laden hydrogel.
The resultant hybrid hydrogel possesses excellent mechanical
properties comparable to the originator tissue. This approach
is advantageous as it is not only limited to TE but can also be
applied in the field of drug or bioactive substances delivery
(Schuurman et al., 2011).

THREE-DIMENSIONAL BIOPRINTING OF
MULTIMATERIALS AND
MULTICELLULAR COMPONENTS

The physicochemical properties of the biomaterial confer a
critical and restrictive parameter for the 3D bioprinting process.
The current technology employed executes the process of 3D
bioprinting by a layer-by-layer process, whereby a layer of
biomaterial is printed onto a solid surface, which then serves as

a base for a subsequent layer. Based on this technique, the lower
layers should bear mechanical strength sufficient to support the
subsequent layers to prevent structural collapse. The dispensing
of a layer is defined as the “transfer of mechanical, thermal,
chemical, and electromagnetic energy, from the bioprinter to cell-
laden biomaterials or bioink.” This transfer of energy may result
in the deformation and destruction of cell-laden bioinks, which
can occur via membrane permeability alteration and changes in
osmotic pressure between the external environment and internal
cellular environment (De Maria et al., 2017).

Multiple biological reactions, in vivo, occur at interfaces
or surfaces; therefore, a critical parameter that influences the
activity and efficacy of a 3D bioprinted hydrogel implant is
its microsurface and nanosurface characteristics (Salmasi et al.,
2015). The nanotopography of a medical implant is known to
induce tissue-specific function and stimulate cell differentiation
and growth. Materials that confer nanotopographic properties
bear similar properties to growth factors. This attractive property
allows for the application of 3D bioprinted hydrogel implant
clinically, to induce biological functions (Unadkat et al., 2011;
Kim et al., 2013).

Andersen et al. (2010) demonstrated the incorporation of
nanoparticles containing small interfering RNA (siRNA) into a
poly-ε-caprolactone (PCL) hydrogel scaffold, to ensure spatially
controlled development of cells for engineered morphogenesis.
Andersen et al. (2010) presented the use of a novel technology
that comprised a nanoparticle-based PCL hydrogel scaffold that
bears the ability to deliver siRNAs into the cells of the scaffold
from a nanoparticle-based implant coating. This technology has
demonstrated the ability to modulate the differentiation of stem
cells. The incorporation of siRNA onto the seeded cells stimulated
a series of gene silencing, resulting in the enhancement of the
osteogenic and adipogenic differentiation of mesenchymal stem
cell (Andersen et al., 2010).

Another consideration that can be explored is the construction
of a self-assembly scaffold. Self-assembling scaffolds refer to
scaffold that bears the ability to form non-covalent interactions
spontaneously between hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino acid
motifs (Kang et al., 2014; Do et al., 2015). This non-covalent self-
assembly peptide can be applied for the preparation of functional
hydrogels for the purposes of TE, drug delivery, and wound
healing. Self-assembly induces peptide-based fibrils to form
entangled networks, which reduce solvent flow and stimulate
hydrogel formation. Stimulus responsive peptides present an
attractive feature, whereby the rate of hydrogelation can be
controlled as a function of the environment. An array of peptides
has been formulated to allow for the stimulation of self-assembly
peptides, which include pH, temperature, light, and enzymatic
manipulation (Bowerman and Nilsson, 2010).

The construction of self-assembly peptide hydrogels extends
between two material classes, as mentioned previously. These
self-assembling hydrogels consist of natural monomers, but
do not occur naturally. The utilization of natural amino
acids in predetermined sequences can pave the way toward
safe and biocompatible biomaterials with the decreased
risk of immunogenicity. Alterations of amino acid side
chains provide us the ability to alter the physicochemical
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properties of a hydrogel, such as, pore size, fiber diameter,
biomechanical properties, sensitivity toward pH, and ionic
interactions. The relevance of the incorporation of amino acids
allows the conferment of biological properties to a hydrogel
(Maude et al., 2013).

Holmes et al. (2000) demonstrated the formulation of a
self-assembly peptide scaffold. Under normal physiological
conditions, this scaffold exhibited the self-assembling ability,
which results in the formation of spontaneous ionic self-
complementary β-sheet oligopeptides, which produced a
hydrogel, appropriate for neuronal TE. This scaffold displays
an attractive property that allows for neuronal cell attachment
and promotes neuronal cell proliferation. This study further
demonstrated apart from the promising self-assembly capability,
the excellent biodegradability, lack of an immune response, and
inflammation, upon in vivo implantation. This study provides
the platform for the investigation of the potential of this peptide-
based bioink to 3D bioprinting. Holmes et al. (2000) provided
promising data enabling the use of the investigated hydrogel in
the field of TE (Holmes et al., 2000).

The inclusion of a biomaterial or scaffold independent
bioprinting techniques for the bioprinting of multicellular
and multimaterial structures is a promising consideration
that requires attention. Apart from the numerous advantages
associated with scaffold bioprinting, there are several drawbacks
that impede the TE field, which include cell encapsulation
as a result of a biomaterial scaffold, limiting intercellular
communication; the biomaterial scaffold commonly decreases
cell viability; and method-specific bioprinting resulting in the
generation of a biomaterial scaffold with secondary cytotoxic by-
product, which not only impedes viability but may stimulate
adverse immune response upon in vivo implantation (Nair
et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2013; Murphy and Atala, 2014;
Moldovan, 2018).

Tseng et al. (2013) demonstrated the application of magnetic
levitation, for the purpose of lung TE. This technique provides
a promising approach to the assembly of biologically organized
structures. Magnetic levitation incorporates the use poly-L-
lysine, magnetic iron oxide (Fe3O4, magnetite), and gold
nanoparticles, which allows for particle self-assembly based on
electrostatic interactions. Introduction of these nanoparticles to
cells induces a cell-magnetic behavior, allowing for magnetic
guidance. Magnetic manipulation directs cells to levitate to an
air–liquid interface on a culture dish, allowing for cells, to
interact, assemble, and proliferate, with the requirement of a
temporary scaffold to provide an ECM (Tseng et al., 2013).

STATE-OF-THE-ART NEXT-GENERATION
SMART HYDROGELS EMPLOYED FOR
4D BIOPRINTING

Four-dimensional (4D) bioprinting is a next-generation printing
technique that employs the smart (stimuli-responsive) hydrogels
for the fabrication of 3D cell-laden structures. 4D bioprinting
is an extension to the development of 3D bioprinting, where
time is the fourth dimension. The shape or any other desired

property evolves under the influence of external stimuli (e.g.,
pH, temperature; magnetic attraction; oxidation and reduction
ability; functional molecules such as enzymes, glucose, or a
combination of them) as time progresses. 4D bioprinting is
an attractive technique that enables the fabrication of dynamic
(“living”) structures with the ability to transform and respond to
the external environment over time (Miao et al., 2017).

Applications and Consideration for
Smart Hydrogels Employed for Tissue
Regeneration
Natural tissues are heterogeneous structures with complex
geometries that are a fundamental requirement for the diverse
functions performed. The incorporation of smart hydrogel
materials as cell carriers provides a realistic approach to
produce multifunctional tissue constructs with dynamic
arrangement of native organs and tissues (Yang et al., 2019).
The topological nature of tissues and organs is dependent on
the cellular microarrangement and nanoarrangement patterns.
While 3D bioprinting allows for the fabrication of tissue
constructs that mimic the cellular microarrangement and
nanoarrangement patterns, the process remains a challenge.
Aligned topological cues are an essential parameter for
biomedical applications as many native tissue activities such
as nerves, muscles, and tendons are significantly affected by its
topology (Villar et al., 2011). Kim et al. (2018) synthesized a
3D bioprinted micropatterned PCL microfibril structure. This
technique employed the microfibrillation of poly(vinyl)alcohol
(PVA) from a PCL/PVA composite simulating the in vitro
alignment of skeletal muscle and fusion. The biocompatibility
of the microfibril structure type 1 collagen was added as a
supplementary hydrogel polymer. Myoblast cellular proliferation
and differentiation substantiated the potential use of this
microfibrillated structure to imitate structural geometry tissue
regeneration (Kim et al., 2018).

The ability to reproduce multifunctional cell-laden hydrogel
mimetic scaffolds for biomedical applications is often difficult;
however, it is the ultimate objective in tissue regeneration.
Recently, the use of smart hydrogels with the ability to replicate
the native functionality of the originator cells has received
great interest over the past few years. Deng et al. (2016)
developed a PCL electroactive shape memory copolymer
that demonstrated good elasticity, biodegradability, and an
adjustable recovery temperature and able to stimulate myoblast
differentiation and proliferation, myotube formation, and
myoblast differentiation gene expression (Deng et al., 2016).
Zhao et al. (2017b) fabricated a dopamine (DA) bioactive
electroactive shape memory polyurethane elastomer. This
elastomer comprised a poly(citric acid–co-PCL) (CA-PCL)
polyurethane elastomer, bioactive DA, and electroactive aniline
hexamer. The elastomer demonstrated excellent deformation
shape recovery under physiological conditions. The bioactive
and electroactive properties of the elastomer conferred excellent
cellular proliferation and viability and mild immunological
response following subcutaneous implantation (Zhao et al.,
2017b). The results of these studies substantiate the potential
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TABLE 3 | Applications of 4D bioprinted hydrogel structures for tissue regeneration.

Cellular origin Cell type Hydrogel Stimuli-responsive behavior References

Stem cells Mesenchymal stem
cells

Polycaprolactone (PCL) The fabricated 3D structure demonstrates shape reform ability
within the glass transition temperature range (−8 to 35◦C)

Miao et al., 2016

Bone and cartilage Bone marrow-derived
cells and chondrocytes

Dextran grafted
ureido−pyrimidinone

This hydrogel demonstrates rapid solidification
postadministration and self-integration capacity

Hou et al., 2015

Muscle C2C12 myoblasts PLC, PVA The copolymeric hydrogel of PVA and PCL forms aligned
topological cues when dissolved in water

Kim et al., 2018

C2C12 myoblasts Collagen type I and
PVA

This copolymeric hydrogel forms aligned topological cues when
dissolved in water

Kim et al., 2017

FIGURE 4 | Diagrammatic representation of the 4D bioprinted of a cell-laden self-folding hydrogel scaffold. (A) Bioprinting of methacrylated alginate (AA-MA) and
methacrylated hyaluronic acid (HA-MA) with and without the incorporation of cells. (B) Photocrosslinking the hydrogel in the presence of green (530 nm) light with
mild drying. (C) The self-folding of hydrogels in an aqueous environment. (D) Examples of the self-folding hydrogels. Reproduced with permission from Kirillova et al.
(2017).

use of hydrogel with shape morphing properties to replicate
physiological functions to induce favorable and desired
cellular behavior.

Biomaterials such as hydrogels, employed for the fabrication
of tissue constructs for tissue regenerations, should be
appropriate and have comparable mechanical strength to
the native tissues and organs. Inappropriate mechanical
strength can result in the detachment of an implant or tissue
ingrowth (Wieding et al., 2012). Antony et al. (2018) designed
a hydroxyapatite scaffold grafted with polyethylene glycol
methacrylate. The grafted polymeric monomer contributed to

an enhanced interfacial interaction between colloidal particles
of the scaffold and improved mechanical strength of the
shape memory polymeric scaffold and excellent cell viability
(Antony et al., 2018).

Biomedical Applications of 4D Bioprinted
Smart Hydrogels for Tissue
Regeneration
Recently, the application and use of 4D bioprinted smart (stimuli-
responsive) hydrogels for tissue regeneration have received
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significant attention. The fabrication of 4D bioprinted tissue
constructs is defined as the process of 3D bioprinting stimuli-
responsive (smart) hydrogels as tissue scaffolds for in vivo and
in vitro tissue regeneration (Ong et al., 2018). Table 3 outlines
the application and successes of 4D bioprinted hydrogel cell-
laden scaffolds.

Hendrikson et al. (2017) developed a 4D bioprinted
cell-laden scaffold for tissue regeneration. The use of
a shape memory polyurethane was employed as the
primary polymer to cellular alignment and stretching. This
study exploited the transition temperature of polyurethane
(34◦C) to allow for cell stabilization and prior to shape
recovery process at 37◦C. This study demonstrated excellent
cellular viability and proliferation through shape recovery
(Hendrikson et al., 2017).

Jamal et al. (2013) fabricated a bio-origami cell-laden
hydrogel scaffold with the ability to undergo self-folding.
The photopatterned poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-based hydrogel
bilayers were able to self-assemble into anatomically appropriate
micrometer scale geometries. The self-folding ability was
attributed to the swelling properties of the PEG bilayers in
an aqueous environment (Jamal et al., 2013). Kirillova et al.
(2017) also fabricated a self-folding cell-laden hydrogel; however,
the ability to undergo self-folding was related to the degree
of crosslinking rather than the swelling ratio (Kirillova et al.,
2017). Figure 4 illustrates the self-folding effect of the cell-laden
hydrogel scaffold.

FUTURE OUTLOOK AND CONCLUDING
REMARKS

The selection of materials employing 3D bioprinting is
significantly dependent on the biocompatibility with cellular
growth and proliferation and its printing ability such as
viscosity, extrudability, and mechanical stability. Therefore,
the successes for the fabrication of tissue constructs are
considerably limited to alginate, cellulose, gelatin, polyacrylates,
and hyaluronic acid. The fundamental understanding and
integration of cellular microenvironment with material science
are needed for the development of a novel bioink for the
fabrication of 3D bioprinted tissue constructs. The development
of a functionally responsive material that responds to an
external stimulus, inducing transitional changes within the cell-
laden matrix, may prove useful in circumventing challenges
associated with 3D bioprinting hydrogel-based structures.
While 4D bioprinting serves to provide a solution for the
above challenges, human-scale fabrication of tissue constructs
demonstrates limitations.

Human organs consist of an array of different cell species
and hence different cellular matrix. The current limitation for
3D bioprinting human organs for transplantation is the use of
a single extrusion nozzle and the use of one to three cell species,
and the degree to which the resultant 3D structure produces the

complexity of a natural human organ is largely unclear (Feinberg
and Miller, 2017). Kang et al. (2016) demonstrate a novel system
that dispenses cell-laden hydrogels and biodegradable polymers,
as to overcome previous 3D bioprinting limitations such as the
vascularization of 3D bioprinted constructs, integrity, strength,
and size. This was carried out by employing multidispensing
nozzles for the dispensing of multiple cell species and polymers
in an isolated constructed model (Kang et al., 2016).

Other limitations include that the choice of hydrogel
employed for the fabrication of 3D tissue constructs should
be biocompatible and support cellular viability. To fabricate
multifunctional structures of appropriate mechanical strength
to support cellular viability and printability remains a
challenge. The crosslinking agents employed to stabilize
the final 3D tissue construct should be non-cytotoxic.
Current applications of 3D and 4D bioprinted cell-laden
hydrogels have not met these requirements entirely. The
optimization of biopolymers used in the fabrication of hybrid
structures can circumvent these challenges. Furthermore,
multifunctional tissues and organs are subjected to the multiple
simultaneous stimuli; therefore, fabricated 3D structures consist
of multiple smart hydrogels. Therefore, the need for high-
resolution bioprinting is significantly required for the precise
placement of multiple smart hydrogels in a specific area
(Yang et al., 2019).

Over the next few decades, 3D bioprinting serves as one of
the primary focal points of TE. While research scientists across
the field of TE determine the minimum conditions for organ-
level function reconstitution in vitro for in vivo application, a
multidisciplinary approach is required that consists of practicing
clinical surgeons and pharmacists that is not just limited to
research scientists. The development of this multidisciplinary
healthcare team serves to provide the TE field, with critical
parameters that connect engineered structures to the human
recipient (Feinberg and Miller, 2017).
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